Download Yong Jun Hyung
Yong Jun-hyung (Hangul: ???; born December 19, 1989), commonly known as Junhyung, is a South Korean
singer-songwriter, rapper, record producer, and actor. He was a member of the K-pop boy band Highlight
(formerly known as Beast) from 2009 until 2019, when he departed the group after admitting to viewing illegal
videos.Elizabeth Feb 08 2014 4:59 pm Yong Joon Hyung is the most amazing talent. I loved him when he first
entered the drama, just outstanding. I hope to see him in more dramas. It was such a lovely ending. I was so
happy to see him finally have his first love.The latest Tweets from Yong Jun Hyung (@Joker891219): "?????
???? ??? ??? ??? ???? https://t.co/2yIsQT9Je9"Yong Jun-hyung has become the third high-profile star to quit
amid a growing sex scandal for the K-pop industry. Yong, 29, announced on 14 March that he was leaving the
boyband Highlight, after ...Yong Jun-hyung in his music video for "Go Away." 1theK/YouTube A third K-Pop
star quit the music business on Thursday, part of a spy cam sex scandal which has brought the the genre to its
knees.In addition to Jung, K-Pop stars Big Bang's Seungri, F.T. Island's Choi Jong-hoon, Highlight member
Yong Jun-hyung, and CNBlue singer Lee Jong-hyun are reportedly under investigation.Yong Jun-hyung is a
rapper in the 1st-generation Korean boy-group, HIGHLIGHT, which previously called itself BEAST. The band
consists of five members: Yoon Doo-joon, Yong Jun-hyung, Yang Yo-seob, Lee Gi-kwang, and Son Dongwoon.Yong Jun Hyung, a member of the Korean boy group HIGHLIGHT. He is also known as Joker, a South
Korean singer-songwriter, rapper, actor, dancer and record producer. debuted in 2009 as a member of the
Korean boy group Beast.Other stars, such as Yong Jun-hyung of the band Highlight and Lee Jong-hyun of the
rock band CNBLUE, have recently made confessions regarding the group’s existence. The Burning Sun
scandal, as it’s been called, ...K-Pop stars Yong Jun-hyung and Choi Jong-hoon quit over sex videos scandal KPop music industry has been hit by sex scandal in the last few days where illicit videos have been shared and
viewed by ...

